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Abstract 
 
The study explores the meaning of locality and distance in the global world. Prominent 
social theorizations have declared locality and distance dead in the global era, which is 
characterized by the widespread use of virtual communication. Yet diverse empirical 
studies on transnational skilled mobility, global brain circulation, and innovation and 
knowledge transfer suggest that locality and distance still matter. The empirical questions 
focus on two issues: 1) personal motivations and identities in relation to place and 2) 
everyday work and knowledge sharing both locally and at distance.  
The approach is qualitative and inductive with ethnographic features; the main data are 
in-depth interviews with Finnish professionals in Silicon Valley. Highly skilled Finns in 
Silicon Valley represent a case of mobility from one successful Western location to 
another. Skilled professionals are an interesting case for the investigation of the meaning 
of locality and distance, because according to many authors more privileged people in 
particular are presumed to be detached from localities.  
The findings show that locality and distance are still very much alive from both personal 
and work perspectives. Firstly, the relationship between personal motivations/identities 
and place is a two-way one: locations can be seen as targets or ways to fulfil personal or 
professional dreams, achieve goals, or challenge and develop as a person. Changing 
locations also evokes new identities, such as the pioneer or the mediator, which are 
counterintuitive considering the presumed death of distance. Secondly, the dynamics of 
locality and distance are present in everyday work, which is structured across several time 
zones, not only the local one. Virtual communication has therefore changed the 
organization of work locally, but has not erased distance or rendered locality less 
significant. In contrast, the awareness of distance is emphasized in virtual communication. 
Physical distance and differences of context (time of day, weather, cultural environment) 
can pose challenges in reaching mutual understandings or making joint decisions. 
Furthermore, being present in a locality and experiencing face-to-face interaction 
becomes even more meaningful in the form of chance encounters, taking collaboration 
to the next level, accessing certain types of information and knowledge, and inspiration. 
Furthermore, the findings indicate that certain kinds of information and tacit knowledge 
do not travel well across distance and that local presence is needed to access these. The 
meaning of locality for these professionals can be summarized as three I’s: Information, 
Interaction and Inspiration. 
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